Facilities in Detail
1. The facility is comprised of four large areas which can be used.
a. The Nave or worship area is a dramatic space with large front windows facing north. It
seats 280 people comfortably and more with some creative use of chairs and overflow
spaces. This space has several features:
i. a full-sized grand piano
ii. a pipe organ (please seek instruction/permission from the church organist if you
would like to use.)
iii. a balcony which seats about 30.
iv. A sound system.
v. A changing room (near the restrooms).
b. The fellowship hall is large enough to seat up to 150 people for a meal. St Michael’s has
a number of furnishings available for this space. (Be aware that if you are planning to
maximize seating in the Nave you will need to use some of these chairs.)
i. 125 stackable chairs
ii. 21 – 6’ tables
iii. 4 – 8’ tables
iv. Two bar height square tables with 8 bar height chairs.
v. A very large serving table
vi. A screen for the projection of images/powerpoints. (user provides projector)
vii. A piano.
c. A large kitchen containing multiple appliances and spaces which can be used:
i. two refrigerators,
ii. two ranges,
iii. a small dishwasher,
iv. microwave,
v. sinks, and food prep areas.
vi. Large coffee maker.
The kitchen is not commercially rated hence groups/caterers should not plan on
substantial meal preparation in the kitchen. It serves well as a compilation/staging area
and has facilities to keep food warm and cold as needed.
Groups not affiliated with St. Michael’s who use the fellowship hall with the intent to
feed groups of people should plan on providing their own tableware (dishes, glassware,
and flatware – usually paper products.)
d. The front lawn (facing west): This space works well for outdoor events or as an overflow
from the fellowship hall. There is an awning over the front door which will provide some
covered space. If weather is an issue, you should plan to provide some shelter from sun
or rain. Tables from the fellowship hall can be set up here and chairs brought out as
well.
e. Parking – St Michaels has a dedicated parking area with 44 parking spaces, including 3
spaces dedicated to handicapped parking. Streetside parking is also available.

